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Top of the Range Angus Genetics

ANGUS BULL SALE
INSPECTIONS BY APPOINTMENT

Friday 29 May 2020 at 1pm
On proper ty at ‘Coldawinda’ Tenterfield and
Online with AuctionsPlus

42 easy calving AI sons of Lotto, Baldridge Compass, Capitalist 316,
Opportunity, Bennett TheRock, Unanimous and Musgrave Apache
Colin Keevers and Lisa Martin | Alumy Creek Angus | e. alumy@bigpond.com
‘Coldawinda’, Scrub Rd, Tenterfield NSW 2372 | p. 02 6736 5404 | m. 0429 43 1900

w w w.alumycreekangus.com.au
Elders
Glen Innes NSW
Brian Kennedy
0427 844 047

George & Furhman
Warwick Qld
Matthew Grayson
0419 686 540
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LOT 3—ALUMY CREEK THE ROCK P079

LOT 4—ALUMY CREEK THE ROCK P004

LOT 8—ALUMY CREEK CAPITALIST P002

LOT 2—ALUMY CREEK LOTTO P036

LOT 30—ALUMY CREEK CAPITALIST P069

LOT 31—ALUMY CREEK COMPASS P101
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ALUMY CREEK ANGUS
30th Annual

ANGUS BULL SALE
Friday 29 May 2020 at 1pm
Interfaced with AuctionsPlus

Presale inspections

by arrangement—social distancing applies—contact agents or vendors

42 two year old Stud HBR Black Angus Bulls
On property and Online AuctionsPlus
‘Coldawinda’ Tenterfield NSW
Vendors:

Combined selling agents:
George and Furhman—Warwick
Elders—Glen Innes

Colin Keevers 0429 43 1900
Lisa Martin 0439 365 405
www.alumycreekangus.com.au
Matt Grayson 0419 686 540
Darren Perkins 0428 660 324
Brian Kennedy 0427 844 047
Chris Alt 0427 637 662
Blake Munro 0428 862 469
2% Outside Agents Rebate is available to Licensed Agents
introducing purchasers in writing 24 hours prior to sale and settling
on their behalf within 7 days of invoice.

www.alumycreekangus.com.au
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2020 Alumy Creek Angus Bull Sale
Welcome to our 30th Annual on property and online Angus Bull Sale.
What an incredible resilience marathon the past
two years have been for us all with once in a century
drought and bushfires on the eastern seaboard
and now a human pandemic. We are certainly living
in epic historical times. The value and importance
of agriculture and food security both globally and
nationally has been sharply focused in the past few
months in ways we could not have envisaged at the
start of the year. What a crazy change it has been.
More than ever the world is aware of the need to feed
populations a sustainable protein source. Fortunately
beef production continues to shine, the future bright
with consumers looking to stock their freezers (and
cook from home) plus many producers across the
country seeking to rebuild their herds with quality
Angus genetics.
This year we are pleased to offer a terrific draft of
42 two year old bulls, which contains an excellent
selection of powerful, thick, heavily muscled carcase
bulls with many of them calving ease curve bending
bulls very suitable for heifers or cows. This draft of
bulls presents very well having powered away after
a very tough season last year and being testament
to the easy doing high feed efficiency genetics
we select for in our Angus cow herd. They display
great temperament, are long bodied and strong
topped with deep spring of rib, added thickness and
consistent natural muscling. The AI sires of these
bulls are some of the best genetics available within
the Angus breed globally and in Australia. Colin
inspected all the US sires and we continue to be an
early adopter using outcross genetic bulls early in
their breeding career with many seeing heavy use as
superior sires as time progresses.
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We continue to select to breed Angus cattle that
can produce a profit under commercial conditions
with market flexibility to target the domestic, heavy
grainfed or grassfed markets. Because we retain the
sisters to the bulls we sell, the mature cow size of our
cattle must be sustainable in our grazing environment,
crucial in recent seasons.
We also apply stiff selection pressure for fertility, our
heifers must calve as two year olds unassisted and
must go back in calf quickly to produce a calf each and
every year. Clients always comment on the consistency,
quality and performance of their Alumy Creek sired
replacement females. All the bulls in the catalogue
will produce this valuable type of easy keeping,
high fertility replacement females bred to work hard
bringing in a good calf every year.
We believe in using temperament, structure, EBVs
and genomics as equal tools in the selection box for
balanced sustainable cattle breeding and we don’t
just add the EBV numbers or single trait select. Our
selection focus produces cattle that can achieve extra
performance kilos on grass in the paddock with the
carcase potential to excel in the feedlot.
We continue to embrace new technology with the
sale bulls again all tested with the Zoetis HDi50K
DNA genomic testing and all sire verified so have
confidence with your purchase. The bulls have
outstanding Breedplan results, many with top 1–10%
EBVs for the multiple traits we have selected for over
the past 30 years—Calving Ease, Short Gestation
Length, fast Growth, big Eye Muscle Area and heavy
high quality Carcase Wt with high Feed Efficiency and
Retail Yield.
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These breed rankings are measured against all the
performance recorded Angus cattle in Australia and New
Zealand, confirmation that our bulls carry the genes for
profitable performance even though our environment
doesn’t always allow them to express their full potential.
Our bulls present in strong forward paddock condition,
ready to go out and work well for you.
The 2020 sale draft includes an outstanding selection
of bulls by the big muscle calving ease carcase
specialists Baldridge Compass, KCF Bennett TheRock,
and LD Capitalist 316 great for heifers or cows, the
low birth weight Feedlot specialists Prophet son
Connealy Sandman and Australian bred Esslemont
Lotto—whose sons have topped sales around the
country, the moderate birth weight yet very powerful
high growth high efficiency muscle and feedlot
sires Freys Opportunity and Vision Unanimous both
perfect to power up and add profit to bos indicus or
Euro x cows and the sleep easy calving ease yet heavy
muscled maternal cowmaker Musgrave Apache plus
the very last sons from our walking sire the all-rounder
Carabar Wheelwright H215 (maternal brother to leading
Australian sire Carabar Docklands). Check out the
comments on each reference sire which appears under
their Breedplan figures.

www.alumycreekangus.com.au

Our quality draft of locally bred raised Tenterfield
tough bulls will be offered for sale at 1pm on Friday
29 May 2020 at Coldawinda, Tenterfield NSW, just 10
minutes south of the Qld border on the New England
Hwy. Photos and videos are available online or the
bulls are available for inspection at Coldawinda,
Scrub Road, Tenterfield from 10 am on sale day or by
prior arrangement with Colin on 0429 431 900 or any
of the agents.
As per usual phone bidding is also available through
the agents and the bull sale will interface with
AuctionsPlus for as for those bidding from the comfort
of their lounge room. Please call us if you would like a
chat about any of the bulls. Take care and stay safe.

Colin, Lisa and family
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Sale details
COVID-19 CHANGES: The sale will operate under
the CURRENT COVID-19 REQUIREMENTS on the day
and be subject to change. Fortunately agriculture
has been deemed an essential service to maintain
the food chain, with livestock auctions listed as
exempt activities under the Covid-19 gathering and
movements Public Health Orders. Do not attend the
sale in person if you have felt sick in the previous
three days or feel unwell on the day or if you have
been overseas in the previous 14 days, have had
contact with a Covid-19 infected person in the previous
fortnight or are awaiting test results. Please stay at
home, embrace the digital age and participate online
or over the phone. All persons attending on property
will be required to register and record contact details.
Hand sanitizing with social distancing will be observed
both in the pens and during the auction. It will not be a
social outing this year—please do not bring the whole
family. If you are travelling over from Queensland for
the day, no entry permit is required to travel into NSW
but each Queensland resident will need to apply online
for a current Queensland Entry Pass in order to return.
WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND PRESALE INSPECTIONS
AND BIDDING ONLINE OR OVER THE PHONE TO
MANAGE THE CURRENT COVID-19 HEALTH RISKS.

SELLING SYSTEM: Sale of animals will be conducted
under normal auction terms and conditions and will be
interfaced online with AuctionsPlus. Please register
and complete the buyers training with AuctionsPlus
at least 24 hours presale and log in early if bidding
online. Your livestock agent will assist and PHONE
BIDDING IS AVAILABLE if you prefer—please contact
any of the agents to organize. Your PIC must be
supplied to the selling Agents to obtain a buyer’s
number. Successful purchasers must give written
advice regarding transport arrangements, with cattle
are available for delivery at the conclusion of the sale.
All animals are sold exclusive of GST.
INSURANCE: Is available from the agents on the day.
We strongly recommend insurance on your purchases.
DIRECTIONS: ‘Coldawinda’ is located 4kms south east
of Tenterfield at 420 Scrub Road. Turn East off the
New England Hwy at Clifton Street, on the Southern
End of Tenterfield. Travel one block to turn right at the
T section onto Scrub Road. Travel 4kms on bitumen
with ‘Coldawinda’ on the Right.

SALE DATE AND PRIOR INSPECTION TIME: The sale will
commence at 1pm on Friday, 29 May 2020, on property
and online with AuctionsPlus. Cattle will be penned by
10am on Sale Day and we strongly recommend presale
inspections which are by arrangement via the agents
or vendor. There will be no set open day this year. If
you buy online or over the phone sight unseen we
happily stand behind the description of our bulls on
offer. All lots can be viewed online at AngusAustralia,
AuctionsPlus or www.alumycreekangus.com.au

HERD HEALTH: All sale bulls are tested negative PI
(Persistently Infected) and vaccinated against
Pestivirus with Pestigard vaccine. They are fully
vaccinated with 7 in 1 (for Clostridial and Lepto),
Vibrio and 3 Day Sickness vaccine only requiring
annual boosters. Johnes Disease: Alumy Creek Angus
has over 20 years negative tests as a MN3 herd in
the old JDMAP. We currently claim a JBAS 7. Our bulls
are eligible to enter all states without further testing
except WA. Cattle Tick: Alumy Creek Angus is located
in a cattle tick free area. Bulls can easily be held and
blooded if required by arrangement. Parasites: Bulls
were treated with Fasinex and Cydectin in May 2020.

REFRESHMENTS: As usual all weather undercover open
shelter is available but the current Covid 19 regulations
will dictate the sale catering. Subject to change NO
LUNCH OR REFRESHEMENTS will be available at this
year’s sale. Rather than our regular complimentary fine
Angus steak sandwich, we suggest you support the
Local Tenterfield businesses providing magnificent
takeaway food options as you travel through town.

MANAGEMENT: All Alumy Creek bulls carry a freeze
brand for easy ID in the paddock. Alumy Creek sale
bulls are quiet, well-mannered cattle used to being
handled on foot, with dogs, ATVs and vehicles. They
are rigorously screened for their temperament, but sale
day places extra stresses on the bulls and this is no
guarantee they will not misbehave under the pressure
of sale day.
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FERTILITY: All bulls have passed a physical
examination and microscopic crush side semen test.
GUARANTEE: All bulls are sold with a six month
guarantee as a calf getter valid for six months from the
sale date. The vendor must receive written notification
together with a certificate from a registered
veterinarian stating the nature of the infertility before
the expiration of that period. Animals injured or lost as
a result of accident, negligence or any disease, are not
covered by this guarantee. Vendor liability relating to
fertility claims will not exceed the purchase price of the
animal and are limited to a credit equal to the purchase
price less the salvage value which may be utilized at
a future Alumy Creek sale. Talk to us if you think you
have a problem.

SALE CATALOGUE DISCLAIMER: All reasonable care
has been taken by the vendor to ensure that the
information provided in this catalogue is correct at
the time of publication. However neither the vendor,
the selling agents nor Angus Australia make any
representations about the accuracy, reliability or
completeness of any information in this catalogue,
including but not limited to pedigree, DNA information,
EBVS and Index Values, and do not assume any
responsibility for the use or interpretation, accuracy
or completeness of the information included in
the catalogue, nor for the outcome (including
consequential loss) of any action taken based on this
information. You are encouraged to seek independent
verification of any information contained in this
catalogue before relying on such information.

SIRE VERIFICATION and DNA HDi50K TESTING: All
bulls have been sire verified (SV) and genomic HDi50K
tested. They can be used to breed registered calves
without further testing. The performance recording
and genomic results are single step incorporated
into TACE Breedplan to produce Estimated Breedplan
Values (EBVs). TACE has been modified this year to
also flatten the curve—drawing either end of the bell
curve out further than in previous versions. Many bulls
in this draft are in the elite top 1-2% of the Australian/
New Zealand drop for Angus and Angus x seed stock.
All bulls in the sale are free untested (FU) for the cattle
defect genes AM, NH & DD except Lot 10 NKEP082 who
is NHC but very well suited for bos indicus or euro x
bred commercial herds. Talk to Lisa if you need more
information.
HEALTH AND SAFETY OF VISITORS: Covid-19 social
distancing and frequent hand sanitizing must occur.
Visitors enter the pens of their own risk. Children under
16 years old and dogs are strictly not permitted at the
sale. The bulls are known to be of good temperament
under normal conditions. However sale day is not
‘normal conditions’. If you enter the pens, take note
of your surrounds and be conscious of your safety. Do
not crowd the bulls, or loiter in the pens. Please use
common sense and be alert at all times. Do not be
alarmed, but it is critical that visitors pay attention to
the risks associated with cattle and the day.
www.alumycreekangus.com.au
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Understanding the
Transtasman Angus Cattle Evaluation (TACE)
What is the TransTasman Angus Cattle Evaluation?

Or similarly, a bull with an IMF EBV of +3.0 would be
expected to produce progeny with on average, 1% more
intramuscular fat in a 400 kg carcase than a bull with a IMF
EBV of +1.0 (i.e. 2% difference between the sire’s EBVs, then
halved as the sire only contributes half the genetics).

The TransTasman Angus Cattle Evaluation (TACE) is the
genetic evaluation program adopted by Angus Australia
for Angus and Angus infused beef cattle. TACE uses Best
Linear Unbiased Prediction (BLUP) technology to produce
Estimated Breeding Values (EBVs) of recorded cattle for a
range of important production traits (e.g. weight, carcase,
fertility).

Using EBVs to Benchmark an Animal’s Genetics with the
Breed
EBVs can also be used to benchmark an animal’s genetics
relative to the genetics of other Angus or Angus infused
animals in Australia and New Zealand.

TACE includes pedigree, performance and genomic
information from the Angus Australia and New Zealand
Angus Association databases to evaluate the genetics of
animals across Australia and New Zealand.

To benchmark an animal’s genetics relative to other Angus
animals, an animal’s EBV can be compared to the EBV
reference tables, which provide:

TACE analyses are conducted by the Agricultural Business
Research Institute (ABRI), using beef genetic evaluation
software developed by the Animal Genetics and Breeding
Unit (AGBU), a joint institute of NSW Agriculture and the
University of New England, and Meat and Livestock Australia
Limited (MLA).

• the breed average EBV
• the percentile bands table
The current breed average EBV is listed on the bottom
of each page in this publication, while the current
EBV reference tables are included at the end of these
introductory notes.

What is an EBV?
An animal’s breeding value can be defined as its genetic
merit for each trait. While it is not possible to determine an
animal’s true breeding value, it is possible to estimate it.
These estimates of an animal’s true breeding value are called
EBVs (Estimated Breeding Values).

For easy reference, the percentile band in which an animal’s
EBV ranks is also published in association with the EBV.
Considering Accuracy
An accuracy value is published with each EBV, and is usually
displayed as a percentage value immediately below the EBV.

EBVs are expressed as the difference between an individual
animal’s genetics and a historical genetic level (i.e. group
of animals) within the TACE genetic evaluation, and are
reported in the units in which the measurements are taken.

The accuracy value provides an indication of the reliability of
the EBV in estimating the animal’s genetics (or true breeding
value), and is an indication of the amount of information that
has been used in the calculation of the EBV.

Using EBVs to compare the genetics of two animals
TACE EBVs can be used to estimate the expected difference
in the genetics of two animals, with the expected difference
equating to half the difference in the EBVs of the animals,
all other things being equal (e.g. they are joined to the same
animal/s).

EBVs with accuracy values below 50% should be considered
as preliminary or of low accuracy, 50-74% as of medium
accuracy, 75-90% of medium to high accuracy, and 90% or
greater as high accuracy.
Description of TACE EBVs

For example, a bull with a 200 Day Growth EBV of +60 would
be expected to produce progeny that are, on average, 10 kg
heavier at 200 days of age than a bull with a 200 Day Growth
EBV of +40 kg (i.e. 20 kg difference between the sire’s EBVs,
then halved as the sire only contributes half the genetics).

EBVs are calculated for a range of traits within TACE, covering
calving ease, growth, fertility, maternal performance,
carcase merit, feed efficiency and structural soundness.
A description of each EBV included in this publication is
provided on the following pages.
BIRTH

Calving Ease Direct

(%) Genetic differences in the ability of a sire’s calves to be born unassisted from Higher EBVs indicate fewer calving difficulties
2 year old heifers.
in 2 year old heifers.

Calving Ease
Daughters

(%) Genetic differences in the ability of a sire’s daughters to calve unassisted at
2 years of age.

Higher EBVs indicate fewer calving difficulties
in 2 year old heifers.

Gestation Length

days Genetic differences between animals in the length of time from the date of
conception to the birth of the calf.

Lower EBVs indicate shorter gestation length.

Birth Weight

kg Genetic differences between animals in calf weight at birth.

www.alumycreekangus.com.au

Lower EBVs indicate lighter birth weight.
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GROWTH
200 Day Growth

kg Genetic differences between animals in live weight at 200 days of age due to
genetics for growth.

Higher EBVs indicate heavier live weight.

400 Day Weight

kg Genetic differences between animals in live weight at 400 days of age.

Higher EBVs indicate heavier live weight.

600 Day Weight

kg Genetic differences between animals in live weight at 600 days of age.

Higher EBVs indicate heavier live weight.

Mature Cow Weight

kg Genetic differences between animals in live weight of cows at 5 years of age.

Higher EBVs indicate heavier mature weight.

Milk

kg Genetic differences between animals in live weight at 200 days of age due to
the maternal contribution of its dam.

Higher EBVs indicate heavier live weight.

FERTILITY
Days to Calving

kg Genetic differences between animals in the time from the start of the joining Lower EBVs indicate shorter time to calving.
period (i.e. when the female is introduced to a bull) until subsequent calving.

Scrotal Size

cm Genetic differences between animals in scrotal circumference at 400 days
of age.

Carcase Weight

kg Genetic differences between animals in hot standard carcase weight at
750 days of age.

Higher EBVs indicate larger scrotal
circumference.

CARCASE
Higher EBVs indicate heavier carcase weight.

Eye Muscle Area

cm2 Genetic differences between animals in eye muscle area at the 12/13th rib
site in a 400 kg carcase.

Higher EBVs indicate larger eye muscle area.

Rib Fat

mm Genetic differences between animals in fat depth at the 12/13th rib site in a
400 kg carcase.

Higher EBVs indicate more fat.

Rump Fat

mm Genetic differences between animals in fat depth at the P8 rump site in a
400 kg carcase.

Higher EBVs indicate more fat.

Retail Beef Yield

%

Genetic differences between animals in boned out saleable meat from a
400 kg carcase.

Higher EBVs indicate higher yield.

Intramuscular Fat

%

Genetic differences between animals in intramuscular fat (marbling) at the
12/13th rib site in a 400 kg carcase.

Higher EBVs indicate more intramuscular fat.

FEED EFFICIENCY
Net Feed Intake
(Feedlot)

kg/ Genetic differences between animals in feed intake at a standard weight and
day rate of weight gain when animals are in a feedlot finishing phase.

Lower EBVs indicate more feed efficiency.

TEMPERAMENT
Docility

%

Genetic differences between animals in temperament.

Higher EBVs indicate better temperament.

Front Feet Angle

%

Genetic differences between animals in desirable front feet angle (strength of Higher EBVs indicate more desirable
pastern, depth of heel).
structure.

Front Feet Claw Set

%

Genetic differences between animals in desirable front feet claw set structure Higher EBVs indicate more desirable
(shape and evenness of claw).
structure.

Rear Feet Angle

%

Genetic differences between animals in desirable rear feet angle (strength of
pastern, depth of heel).

Higher EBVs indicate more desirable
structure.

Rear Leg Hind View

%

Genetic differences between animals in desirable rear leg structure when
viewed from behind.

Higher EBVs indicate more desirable
structure.

Rear Leg Side View

%

Genetic differences between animals in desirable rear leg structure when
viewed from the side.

Higher EBVs indicate more desirable
structure.

STRUCTURE

SELECTION INDEXES
Angus Breeding
Index

$

Genetic differences between animals in net profitability per cow joined in
a typical commercial self replacing herd using Angus bulls. This selection
index is not specific to a particular production system or market end-point,
but identifies animals that will improve overall profitability in the majority of
commercial grass and grain finishing beef production systems.

Higher selection index values indicate
greater profitability.

Domestic Index

$

Genetic differences between animals in net profitability per cow joined in a
commercial self replacing herd targeting the domestic supermarket trade.

Higher selection index values indicate
greater profitability.

Heavy Grain Index

$

Genetic differences between animals in net profitability per cow joined in
a commercial self replacing herd targeting pasture grown steers with a 200
day feedlot finishing period for the grain fed high quality, highly marbled
markets.

Higher selection index values indicate
greater profitability.

Heavy Grass Index

$

Genetic differences between animals in net profitability per cow joined in a
commercial self replacing herd targeting pasture finished steers.

Higher selection index values indicate
greater profitability.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
• Terms are strictly cash or approved cheque on the day of sale, unless prior arrangements have been made with
the Auctioneer before the fall of the hammer.
• Subject to the reserve price, the highest bidder shall be the purchaser.
• In the event of a disputed bid, the auctioneer shall be the sole arbitrator and his decision shall be final.
• The auctioneer may refuse to accept any bid, which, in his opinion, is not in the best interest of the vendor and
shall have the right to refuse any such bid without giving any reason.
• Where the vendor reserves the right to bid at the auction in respect of a lot and instructs the auctioneer to make
more than one bid on his behalf, the auctioneer shall, prior to submitting the lot for sale by auction, announce in a
clear and precise manner the number of bids reserved by the vendor in respect to that lot.
• A bidder shall be deemed to be a principal unless, prior to the bidding, he has given to the auctioneer copy of
written authority to bid for or on behalf of a person.
• The last price called by the auctioneer shall be the amount at which the lot has been sold.
• A bid cannot be made or accepted after the fall of the hammer.
• All lots will be at the purchaser’s risk immediately after the fall of the hammer and no responsibility will be
incurred by the auctioneer or vendor for their safekeeping. No exceptions shall be taken to any of the lots on
delivery the whole having been open for inspection by the purchaser prior to the sale and on no account will any
allowance be made.
• Every person on the auction premises before, during and after the sale shall be deemed to be there at his own
risk and with notice of the conditions of the premises. Such person shall have no claim against the auctioneer or
vendor in respect of any injury sustained or any accident, which may occur from any cause whatsoever.
• All cattle will be sold GST exclusive. GST will be added to the purchase price.

A 2% Outside Agents Rebate is available to Licensed Agents introducing purchasers
in writing 24 hours prior to sale and settling on their behalf within 7 days of invoice.
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Buyer’s option to opt out of disclosing personal
information to Angus Australia
If you do not complete this form, you will be taken to have consented to Angus Australia using your name, address
and phone number for the purposes of effecting a change of registration of the animal(s) that you have purchased,
maintaining its databases and disclosing that information to its members on its website.
I, the buyer of animals with the following registration numbers ..................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
DO NOT consent to Angus Australia using my name, address and phone number for the purposes of effecting a
change of registration of the following animal(s) that I have purchased, maintaining its databases and disclosing that
information to its members on its website.
Signature: ............................................................................................ Date: .............................................................
Please forward this completed consent form to: Angus Australia, Glen Innes Road, Locked Bag 11, Armidale NSW 2350.
If you have any queries, please telephone 02 6772 3011 or email office@angusaustralia.com.au

_________________________________________________

Buyers instruction sheet
Alumy Creek Angus 30th Annual Bull Sale Friday 29 May 2020
(no verbal instructions will be accepted)
Name:.........................................................................................................PIC:.........................................................
Postal address:..........................................................................................................................................................
Phone: ...................................................... Email: .......................................................................................................
Lots purchased:.....................................................................................Herd ID.........................................................
All Bull registrations will be transferred with the Australian Angus society unless the purchaser notifies the
vendor otherwise.
Delivery address: ......................................................................................................................................................
Transport instructions:...............................................................................................................................................
Signature of purchaser or agent.................................................................................................................................

Special notice to all buyers
In the interest of buyers and to prevent the occurrence of mistakes, all instructions concerning the delivery, trucking
or shipping of cattle must be in writing and signed by the buyer or his representative.

Insurance
We recommend you consider insurance on your purchases from the fall of the hammer. Please talk to the agents.
www.alumycreekangus.com.au
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GLE N INN ES T EAM CO NTAC TS
CHRISTOPHER ALT—Branch Manager
AARON HARVEY—Merchandise Manager

0427 637 662
0419 711 187

NONETTE DAVIS—Admin & Rural Bank

0403 609 174

TARA MURRAY—Admin

0428 095 599

GEOFF SCHNITZERLING—Livestock

0408 831 759

JOHN NEWSOME—Wool/Livestock

0428 669 498

CHRISTINE MCCARTHY—Insurance

0427 582 795

TERRY MCCARTHY—Insurance

0458 582 798

120 Lambeth Street, Glen Innes
ph. 02 6739 7300
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THE PROGRESSIVE SALES TEAM CATERING FOR ALL
YOUR LIVESTOCK AND REAL ESTATE NEEDS
COVERING SOUTH EASTERN QUEENSLAND
AND NORTHERN NEW SOUTH WALES

OFFICE: 07 4661 4644
Matthew Grayson
Maugan Benn
Brian Gillam
Blake Doro

0419 686 540
0427 253 528
0428 299 725
0423 962 797

REAL ESTATE:

Matthew Grew

0457 861 212
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LOT 17—ALUMY CREEK CAPITALIST P025

LOT 29—ALUMY CREEK CAPITALIST P074

LOT 19—ALUMY CREEK COMPASS P094

LOT 42—ALUMY CREEK APACHE P099

LOT 21—ALUMY CREEK COMPASS P102

LOT 26—ALUMY CREEK PREMIER P115

www.alumycreekangus.com.au
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LOT 5—ALUMY CREEK OPPORTUNITY P097

PLEASE BRING THIS CATALOGUE TO THE SALE

w w w.alumycreekangus.com.au
Elders
Glen Innes NSW
Brian Kennedy
0427 844 047

George & Furhman
Warwick Qld
Matthew Grayson
0419 686 540

